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Abstract

The unique surface properties of amphiphilic molecules have made them widely

used in applications where foaming, emulsifying or coating processes are needed.

Novel surfactant architectures with multi-cephalic and multi-tailed molecules

have reportedly enhanced their anti-bacterial activity in connection with tail

length and the nature of the head group, but their ability to produce and stabi-

lize foam is mostly unknown. Here we report on experiments with tris-cationic,

triple-headed, double- and single-tailed amphiphiles and their foamability and

foam stability with respect to head group, tail number and tail length. The

amphiphiles are composed of an aromatic mesitylene core and three benzylic

amonium bromide groups, with alkyl chains attached to one or two of the head

groups. Whereas shorter (14 carbons in length) double-tailed molecules are

found to produce very stable foams, foams made with single tail molecules of

the same length show poor foamability and stability, and foams with longer (16

carbons in length) double-tail molecules do not foam with the methods used. By

contrast, the structure of the non-tail-bearing head group (trimethylammonium

vs. pyridinium) has no impact on foamability. Furthermore, observations of

the coarsening rate at nearly constant liquid content indicate that the enhanced
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foam stability is a result of lower gas permeability through the surfactant mono-

layer. Finally, the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) of the surfactants

demonstrates to be a good predictor of foamability and foam stability for these

small molecule surfactants. This results inform how surfactant architecture can

be tailored to produce stable foams.
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1. Introduction

The architecture of an amphiphile profoundly affects its properties. Molecules

with multiple polar headgroups and/or non-polar tails have different, and some-

times unexpected, aggregation characteristics relative to conventional amphiphiles

with one head and one tail. For example, gemini amphiphiles (composed of two

conventional amphiphiles connected via a covalent linker between the two heads)

generally form aggregates in aqueous solution at significantly lower concentra-

tions than their conventional counterpart [1, 2]. Recently, we [3, 4], and others

[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] have been interested in developing an understanding of the

structure/property relationships of amphiphiles with various numbers of heads

and tails. Modifying the architecture of an amphiphile affects its ability to align

at an interface, so we predicted that using compounds with non-conventional

structures would allow us to tailor the properties of aqueous foams. The work

presented here includes studies on the dynamics of foams of conventional am-

phiphiles, as well as those with three cationic headgroups and one or two non-

polar tails.

Liquid foams are a dispersion of gas bubbles in aqueous solutions stabilized

by surface-active molecules [11]. Foams have important application in diverse

industries raging from consumer products (detergents, cosmetics, food), to met-

alurgy and mining [12, 13]. Many of these applications requires a stable foam

which depends on the physical-chemical properties of the surfactants. Due to

their amphiphilic nature surfactants adsorb at the air-water interfaces and sta-
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bilize the foam films by exerting a disjointing pressure that counterbalances

van der Walls attractive forces [14]. The concentration and adsorption energy

of surfactants determines how easily the foam is produced. Once the foam is

made, three physical processes control its subsequent evolution and final fate:

liquid drainage, coarsening and coalescence. These processes are not indepen-

dent from the chemical properties of the surfactants, but the connection is not

yet firmly established. Generally the drainage of liquid along the the network of

intersecting films (called “Plateau borders” [15]) depends not only on the viscos-

ity of the fluids, but also on the interfacial mobility of the surfactant molecules

[15, 16]. Foam coarsening is a result of gas diffusion driven by Laplace pressure

differences between bubbles. The rate of bubble growth is primarily a function

of the gas diffusivity and solubility in the liquid, and, to a lesser extent, the gas

permeability of the surfactant monolayer [17, 18]. Coarsening is also strongly

coupled to, and works in cooperation with, drainage to accelerate foam aging

[19, 20, 21, 22]. As the bubbles grow and liquid drains, the films become unsta-

ble and rupture leading to bubble coalescence and the gradual disappearance

of the foam. This process has been attributed to the desorption energy of the

surfactant at the film interfaces [14, 23]. A high desorption energy induces high

interfacial viscoelasticity, which inhibits coarsening, traps liquid in the films and

makes the foam more stable.

Many studies of foam evolution have not considered the contribution of sur-

factant molecules to foam stability, mainly because drainage and coarsening

depend more strongly on the physical properties of the foam—the average bub-

ble size and liquid fraction—than on the chemical properties of surfactants [22].

Recent studies, however, have demonstrated that the molecular structure of

surfactants can have a non-negligible impact on foam evolution and stability

[24, 25, 26, 27]. In particular, a systematic study of foams made with a series

of oligomers of the surfactant DTAB reported by Salonen and co-workers [28]

shows a clear connection of foamability and foam stability with surfactant struc-

ture, supporting the idea that surfactant architecture can even be designed to

tune foam stability.
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We report on the foamability and foam stability of a new class of multi-

cephalic and multi-tailed surfactants to determine how the complex architecture

of these surfactants impact foam stability. Over the course of the experiment

we track changes in surface liquid fraction, foam volume, bubble size and dis-

tribution as a function of time. The results show that while the identity of

surfactant’s head group has no noticeable impact on foam properties, the num-

ber of tails and tail length are the major features affecting the foamability and

stability of the foam. A careful analysis of the coarsening data indicates that the

stability is connected to a relatively low gas diffusion rate between the bubbles

driven by the low gas permeability of the surfactant monolayer, in contrast with

results reported with conventional surfactants where the gas transport across

the interface plays a minor role on foam stability. Moreover, the correlation

between the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) and foam properties sup-

ports early evidence that, for small molecule surfactants, the CAC could be a

good predictor of foambility and foam stability.

2. Materials and method

Surfactant compounds. The amphiphiles used in this study consist of three

cationic benzylic amonium bromide head groups connected to a mesitylene

core. The compounds are named as M-X,n,n, where M refers to the mesity-

lene core, and X and n to the attached groups. One of the head groups is

either pyridinium (X = P ) or trimethylammonium (X = 1). The others can

be a trimethylammonium group (n = 1), or a dimethylalkylammonium group

with n (14 or 16) representing the number of carbon atoms in the long lin-

ear hydrocarbon tail. Different combinations of head group, tail length and

number of tails were explored using four different surfactants: (M-1,14,14), (M-

P,14,14), (M-1,16,16) and (M-1,1,14). Details of their synthesis are described

in reference [3, 29]. The foam properties of the surfactants above are compared

with foams made with commercially available sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS),

an anionic molecule, and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and dode-
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cyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB), two molecules that, similar to the

triple headed amphiphiles, have quaternaryammonium headgroups, bromide

counterions and tails of comparable length. All the molecules were dissolved

in de-ionized water. The molecular mass, critical aggregation concentration

(CAC) and molecular structure of the surfactants are given in Table 1. Initial

investigations of the stability of SDS foams produced by vigorous handshake

showed that 0.100 M solutions produced stable foams lasting for several hours.

This concentration corresponds to about 12.2 times the CAC of SDS. To ef-

fectively compare stability across surfactants, all solutions were prepared at

12.2×CAC. All experiments were performed at approximately 22◦C.

Experimental set up. Foam evolution is strongly dependent on initial conditions.

In order to better control the initial bubble size distribution and foam liquid

content, we used standard microfluidic techniques [31] to produce the foam

for all but the M-1,1,14 solution, which foams only by vigorous shaking, and

the M-1,16,16 solution, which does not foam at all. The microfluidic device

consisted of a cross channel, 710 µm wide, etched (VersaLaser printer) on a

PMMA substrate. The surfactant solution was pumped (Harvard PHD 2000)

on opposite inlets of the cross channel at a rate of 5.91 mL/h, while ambient air

was pumped (New Era Pumping Systems NE-4000) onto the adjacent inlet at

a rate of 76.16 mL/h. A clear square cuvette of internal dimensions 10.6 mm ×

10.6 mm × 40.0 mm was filled with the foam collected at the outlet and sealed

and then immersed in a tank with glycerol (99%, Fisher Scientific). This marks

the initial time. As illustrated in Fig. 1, two light boxes (Vista VT-12A and

a Dolan Jenner QVABL connected to a Dicon LED source) placed at opposite

sides of the tank (25 cm and 7 cm away) provided steady, uniform illumination.

A Nikkon D-200 camera with a AF-S Micro Nikkor 105 mm 1:2.8G ED lens was

pointed at the face of the tank, 90◦ from the light box. Pictures of the foam

were taken every two minutes for up to 400 minutes depending on how stable

the foam was.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a top-down view of the experimental set up (not to scale).

The square container in the center is a cuvette cell filled with foam immersed in a tank with

glycerol. Light boxes placed on each side of the tank a short distance away provide uniform

illumination. Images of the foam are taken with a camera positioned directly across from the

tank.

Foam imaging. In a container filed with foam, pictures of surface bubbles are

marred by bubbles in adjacent internal layers which interfere with their imaging.

To obtain clear images of the surface bubbles we use a technique introduced by

Roth et al. [32] based on total internal reflection (TIR). Due to the low critical

angle for TIR between glycerol and air (42.6◦), a light ray striking an air bubble

will specularly reflect towards the camera, whereas a light ray striking the sur-

face of a water filled Plateau border will be diverted into another direction. By

positioning the cuvette cell 45◦ away from the camera we were able to perform

simultaneous visualization of two of its four sides.
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Image processing. We used the public domain image processing software Im-

ageJ (1.47u) to analyse the images. A raw image of the foam is shown in Fig.

2a. Note that the image appears distorted due to the angle of the cuvette. Prior

to analysis, the images were converted to grayscale, thresholded and corrected

for angular distortion. Figure 2b shows the resulting processed image. Bubble

surface areas were then obtained by performing the operation Analyse Parti-

cles in ImageJ which measures area, centroid, circumference, and circularity of

disconnected objects in the binary images. Objects with circularity < 0.4 and

area < 300 pixels (∼ 0.007 mm2) were excluded. Outlines of identified bubbles

are shown in Fig. 2c. The equivalent radius Ri was then obtained from the

computed areas Ai as Ri =
√
Ai/π. In experimental studies where surface bub-

bles of 3-dimensional poly-disperse foams are imaged, it is customary to use the

Sauter mean radius Rs = 〈R3〉/〈R2〉 to represent the mean bubble size [21]. The

black circle in Fig. 2d shows Rs obtained for the bubbles shown in the figure.

The initial average bubble radius for the various samples with the microfluidics

apparatus was 0.64±0.19 mm. Note that the variability in size is caused by

small variations on pumping rate and bubble coarsening during the cell filling

time (approx. 2 min). The initial average bubble radius for the sample pro-

duced by shaking (M-1,1,14) was 0.38±0.12 mm. Careful visual inspection of

the foam revealed that bubbles experience coarsening in the bulk and rupture

in the top layers as illustrated in the series of snapshots of the foam shown in

Fig. 2d-g. Bubbles also occasionally come into view or disappear into the bulk

as a result of bubble rearrangements. These rearrangements, however, do not

change the average bubble size or the surface covered by the foam, defined as

S =
∑
Ai.

Liquid fraction. Traditional methods of measuring liquid fraction of foams based

on conductivity [33] proved to be difficult to implement in the small cuvette

cell. Thus, we measured the surface liquid fraction profile, φs(z), by computing

the percentage coverage area of Plateau borders. While an explicit relationship

between the surface liquid coverage and the bulk liquid fraction in 3D foams has
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Figure 2: (a) Raw image of a 15 min old SDS foam; (b) binary image corrected for angular

distortion; (c) outlines of identified bubbles in the region corresponding to the red box on the

binary image. (d-g) Series of images of the M-1,14,14 foam illustrating the coarsening process

and collapse of the top layers. The black circle in (d) represents the average bubble size Rs.
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Molecule φs Rs0 [mm] p foam age [min]

M-1,14,14 0.49 0.66 0.25 8

M-P,14,14 0.52 0.60 0.14 6

M-1,1,14 0.71 0.38 0.37 1

SDS 0.58 0.41 0.22 4

CTAB 0.40 0.87 0.22 4

Table 2: First measurement of average liquid fraction, average radius and polydispersivity of

the different foams taken at the corresponding foam age computed from the time the cuvette

cell was sealed. Note that the M-1,1,14 foam was produced by shaking whereas the others by

microfluidics.

been proposed for dry foams [11], an equivalent function for wet foams is much

more difficult to establish. Nevertheless, the surface liquid fraction allows us to

compare the relative wetness of the different solutions and track its evolution

in time. In Fig. 3a, φs(z) is plotted for all solutions 15 min after the foams

have been made, when all foams measurements become synchronous. To reduce

noise, the curves were smoothed via a 300-point unweighted sliding average,

where each point was replaced by the average of its neighbors within the window.

Note that the wetness decreases with height as a result of drainage. In addition,

the solutions show similar profiles with minor fluctuations due to variations

in bubble size. We also monitored changes in the surface liquid fraction as a

function of time. Figure 3b shows a typical result here obtained for the M-

P,14,14 foam. Over the course of the experiment, the surface liquid fraction

profile changes only slightly due to both drainage and coarsening. The abrupt

drop in φs in the top layer is a result of bubble collapse. Initial measurements of

the foams covered by this study, including average liquid fraction, are presented

in Table 2.
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Figure 3: (a) Vertical profile of the surface liquid fraction for the various foams at t = 15 min;

(b) vertical profile of the surface liquid fraction at various times for the M-P,14,14 foam; z = 0

is defined as the foam/bulk liquid interface.

3. Results

First, we qualitatively investigated the foambility of the different surfactants.

Solutions of M-1,14,14 and M-P,14,14 produced a consistent uniform foam with

the microfluidic apparatus, as did solutions with SDS, CTAB and DTAB. These

were thus classified as having good foamability. Solutions of M-1,1,14 did not

produce foam in the microfluidic apparatus, but foamed if the cuvette cell was

vigorously shaken. So, its foamability was classified as poor. Solutions made

with the surfactant M-1,16,16 did not foam with the microfluidic device and

hardly foamed at all by vigorously shaking. Due to its extremely poor foama-

bility this surfactant was excluded from subsequent studies. These results are

summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Normalized foam covered surface as a function of time for various foams.

Having determined the solutions that produced good foam, we turned our

attention to stability. Foam stability is determined by the rate of film rupture, in

particular on the top layers. This process leads to a decrease in foam volume and

consequently the percentage of wall surface covered by the foam over time. Thus,

we track foam stability by measuring the normalized foam surface coverage,

S/S0, where S0 is the initial foam coverage. Figure 4 shows S/S0 for the different

foams as a function of time. We observe that the M-1,14,14, M-P,14,14 and

CTAB foams have good stability, lasting longer than four hours. By comparison,

SDS foam has only moderate stability, and starts to decay steadily after about

90 minutes. The M-1,1,14 foam shows much poorer stability and dissipates

to less than 20% of its initial coverage in about 90 minutes. Lastly, DTAB

foam is by far the least stable of all, vanishing almost completely shortly after

its production. Note that the apparent increase in surface coverage with time

observed in the stable foams is due to the finite thickness of the Plateau borders.

Recall that the area coverage is defined as the sum of the areas of individual

bubbles. As time passes, liquid drains, plateau borders get thinner, bubbles get

12



Figure 5: Normalized bubble radius vs. time for various foams. The lines are fits of M-1,14,14

(red circles), M-P,14,14 (blue squares) and SDS (brown diamonds) foams to the coarsening

model (Eq. 1). The inset shows the time evolution of the average bubble radius Rs of the

various samples.

bigger and the total area covered by the bubble films gets larger. For the case

of M-1,14,14 foam, the effect is further enhanced by the faster growth rate and

higher polydispersivity of this sample.

We track the average bubble growth of our samples by computing the nor-

malized average bubble radius, Rs/Rs0, where Rs0 is the initial average radius,

as a function of time. The result is shown in Fig. 5. The first thing we observe

is that the bubble growth rate of M-1,14,14, M-P,14,14 and CTAB foams are

relatively close, while the coarsening rate of SDS foam is much higher by com-

parison. Note also that the growth rate for SDS halts suddenly at approximately

160 minutes. This happens due to rupture of large bubbles in the top layers.

Finally, the coarsening rate of the M-1,1,14 foam initially follows that of SDS

before it starts to decrease at about 40 minutes due to severe foam collapse.

Subsequent rupture of the larger bubbles in the top layers leads the ratio to
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dive bellow 1 after 60 min. The well-known scaling behavior of dry foams is

captured by the classical model of foam coarsening [34],

(R2(t)−R2
0)/R2

0 = t/tc (1)

where R0 is the initial average radius and tc is the coarsening time. As shown

in Fig. 5, fits of the coarsening data (Rs/Rs0) to the model are close in spite of

the relative wetness of the foam samples, particularly at earlier times. This is

further confirmation that gas diffusion is the chief mechanism of bubble growth

for this system, not bubble coalescence.

One of the outcomes of gas diffusion between bubbles is the broadening of the

bubble size distribution [35, 36]. One way to gauge the breadth of the distribu-

tion is by computing the polydispersivity parameter p = 〈Rs〉/〈R3〉1/3 − 1 [37],

where p = 0 corresponds to a monodisperse foam. In Fig. 6 p is plotted against

time for all samples. Initially, M-P,14,14, CTAB and SDS have similar p, but

the polydispersivity for the SDS foam quickly increase as a result of stronger

gas diffusion. Note also that the M-1,14,14 foams starts out more polydisperse,

but p increases at a similar pace as the M-P,14,14 and CTAB foams. Lastly, the

bubble size distribution of the M-1,1,14 foam starts out broad, but narrows as

a result of the rupture of larger bubbles due to instabilities.

4. Discussion

Seeking to formulate a coherent picture of the impact of surfactant archi-

tecture on foam stability, we start by comparing the molecular structure of the

tri-cephalic surfactants with their foamability. Our experiments indicate that:

(i) for molecules with the same head group and number of tails (two), those with

14-C tails foam much better than those with 16-C tails; (ii) for molecules with

the same head group and tail length (14-C), double-tailed surfactants produce

better foam than those with a single tail; (iii) if tails are identical, the identity

of the third head group (trimethylammonium or pyridinium) has no effect on

foamability, although the surfactant with a trimethylammonium head produces
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Figure 6: Polydispersivity parameter as a function of time for the various foam samples.

a more polydisperse foam. Analogous results of foamability with respect to the

degree of polimerization of DTAB oligomers are reported by Salonen et al. [28].

The investigation of foam stability leads to a similar conclusion: foams made

with tri-cephalic double-tailed molecules have better stability than the single-

tail one, regardless of the head structure. Not surprisingly, the coarsening of

M-1,14,14 and M-P,14,14 foams (double-tail) is slower than the M-1,1,14 foam

(single-tail). For the commercial surfactants, CTAB foam is more stable and has

lower coarsening rate, while SDS foam is less table and has higher coarsening

rate. This observation matches classical theories to explain foam stability: slow

coarsening keeps bubbles small, maintains films wet, and so reduces bubble

coalescence. But why is the coarsening slow for these stable foams?

One possibility is that the initial liquid fraction is higher for the more stable

foams. Figure 3a shows only small differences in the surface liquid fraction

profile between the samples. If the differences are taken at face value, one

would expect the CTAB and M-1,14,14 foams to possess the highest coarsening

rates since they appear to be slightly drier than the others. However, this is not
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what is observed. Further evidence that the stable foams are initially drier is

the value of initial average bubble size. It is well known that foams with small

bubbles trap more liquid due to capillary pressure [22]. In fact, as shown in

Table 2, the more stable foams have a higher average bubble radius at earlier

times and so they should be comparatively drier.

Coarsening rates in foam can remain low or slow down if the drainage rate

slows down. According to the classical result of foam drainage, the velocity of

the liquid inside a foam of constant bubble size R is given by [38]

V = K
ρgR2

µ
εβ , (2)

where K is a dimensionless pre-factor, β is an exponent between 1/2 and 1,

ρ is the fluid density, g is the acceleration of gravity, µ is the fluid viscosity,

and ε is the bulk liquid fraction. The foam permeability K and the exponent

β depend on the shear viscosity, i.e. on the surface mobility of the surfactant

molecules. Most of the drainage in a foam occurs shortly after it is initially

produced. During this time, foams made with mobile surfactants should drain

faster. As the foam gets drier, drainage slows down and the liquid profile initially

set tends to persist, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. Consequently, the surfactant

shear viscosity will hardly change the set profiles onwards. Therefore, it is safe

to rule out surface shear viscosity as the prime cause of the enhanced foam

stability. A more unusual coupling of drainage and surfactant properties, that

goes beyond the classical model, has been proposed by Salonen et al.[28] for

the case of structurally complex molecules. The idea is that supramolecular

structures formed by the aggregation of big amphiphiles jam in the narrow

Plateau border channels causing drainage to slow down. Given the size and

complex structure of our multi-tail surfactants, it is possible that their micellar

aggregates are indeed big. However, it is less certain that this process is slowing

down drainage for two reasons. First, the combination of small sample size and

capillary pressures keeps the foam relatively wet and the Plateau borders thick,

reducing the possibility of jamming. Second, even if the network channels are

thin enough to be jammed, a noticeable difference in coarsening rate should be
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expected between M-P,14,14 and CTAB foams, since CTAB is known to form

small spherical micelles (2-3 nm radius) at the concentrations considered [39, 40]

and M-P,14,14 is expected to form larger micelles or even bilayer structures to

accommodate the large size of the head group and double tails. While no marked

difference in coarsening rate is observed between these two, a major difference

is noted with SDS, whose micelle radius is approximately 1.84 nm [41]. Thus,

concerning liquid fraction, it is unlikely that reduced drainage as result of shear

viscosity or the entanglement of micelles in the fluid network is the leading

cause of low coarsening and enhanced stability of M-1,14,14, M-P,14,14 and

CTAB foams.

We investigate two other possible causes for the reduced coarsening rate of

the stable foams: the effect of polydispersivity and the gas permeability of the

surfactant monolayer. A foam with a broader distribution of sizes would en-

hance gas diffusion by larger differences in Laplace pressure [42]. Hence, the

polydispersivity of the foam could be linked to its stability. Looking Fig. 6 we

note that SDS foams show low initial polydispersivity, comparable to the CTAB

and M-P,14,14 foams, and yet its coarsening rate is higher and its stability lower.

Furthermore, the M-1,14,14 foam, whose polydispersivity better matches that

of SDS, has a growth rate closer to its M-P,14,14 counterpart rather than SDS,

indicating that polydispersivity does not have a decisive influence on the coars-

ening rate at this and later stages. Lastly, recent experiments suggest that

surfactant structure can have a non-negligible effect on the gas permeation rate

through foam films [43, 44, 17]. One of the proposed mechanisms is that long

alkyl chains pack into condensed states obstructing the transport of gas across

the interfaces. The length of the hydrophobic tail, which dictates the solubility

of the surfactant, was found to control the gas transport. This can very well be

the source of the observed low coarsening rate: bigger, less soluble surfactants

are forming less permeable condensed states, while small, more soluble surfac-

tants are forming more permeable fluid states at the interfaces. Whereas liquid

fraction and polydispersivity may still contribute in small ways to the stability

of the foam, the previous analysis seems to point to the gas permeability of
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the surfactant monolayer as the chief cause for the slow coarsening rate and

ultimately the stability of the foam.

Lastly, it is worth noting that surfactants of good foamability and foam

stability have CACs in the range of 0.50 - 1.00 mM. Consulting ref. [28] we

note that their easily foamable and stable surfactants also fall in the same

range. Furthermore, the combined list indicates that surfactants with a CAC

below this range tend to be more difficult to foam, but once they foam, the

stability is enhanced. On the other hand, surfactants with a CAC above this

range tend to be easy to foam, but also vanish more easily. This suggests

that an optimum solubility is necessary to impart strong interfacial properties

to the surfactant and combine effortless foam production with durable foams.

So far as we know, Garrett and Moore [45] were the first to establish a link

between the CAC and optimal foamability and foam stability. Remarkably,

their experiment with foams made from alkyl benzene sulfonate blends with

carbon chains of various lengths reaches a maximum foamability at intermediate

chain lengths for which the CAC is about 0.5 mM. In addition to molecular

solubility, maximum foamability is currently thought to be linked to micellar

breakdown and subsequent transport to the interfaces [46, 47]. The observed

relationship between foamability and CAC is also related to the hydrophilic-

lipophilic balance (HLB) of a surfactant. Determining a value for HLB for

these non-conventional ionic surfactants is non-trivial due to their structural

complexity and the multiple variables contributing to a meaningful calculation

[48, 49, 50]. But in the present study it appears that the M-1,16,16 is too

lipophilic, the M-1,1,14 is too hydrophilic and the M-1,14,14 and M-P,14,14

strike the right balance for optimal foamability.

5. Conclusion

The advent of new surfactants with a variety of complex structures promises

to greatly impact interfacial science and technology [51]. In many applications,

the architecture can actively modify the surface properties and impact the sta-
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bility of multi-phase systems stabilized by such complex surfactants. Here we

have investigated foams made with novel tris-cationic double- and single-tail sur-

factants. The results show that number of tails and tail length are the critical

parameters controlling their foamabilty and foam stability, whereas the nature

of the head group seems to have no impact. In the specific case we studied,

double-tail surfactants 14 carbons in length easily produce very stable foam as

compared to longer double-tail or similar size single-tail surfactants. This result

can inform future designs of complex surfactants with the goal of seeking fine

control of foam properties.

More importantly, when analysed in connection with other physical pro-

cesses of aging, foam stability was linked to a low coarsening rate of the foam as

a result of low gas permeability of the surfactant monolayers rather than other

physical processes such as higher liquid fraction or reduced drainage, which are

typically attributed as the source of enhanced stability. Therefore, our work

demonstrates that for molecules with complex architectures, the gas transport

across surfactant monolayers is a parameter that must not be overlooked in

investigations of foamability and foam stability. It also encourages more exper-

imental studies to precisely determine how the details of the structure controls

the gas transport across the membrane.

Furthermore, our study supports early studies that suggests the critical ag-

gregate concentration as a potentially good predictor of good foamability and

stability for foams made with small amphiphilic molecules. Evidently, the col-

lection contemplated in this study is just a very small subset of a vast library

of surfactants that include many novel architectures. We are particularly inter-

ested in expanding the current investigation to a broader range of chain lengths

and to observe how robust the relationship is between CAC and foam properties.
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